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Q1 Which projects/actions do you think the
State and Local Documents Task Force
should focus on in the next five years?

(Select 5)
Answered: 48 Skipped: 0
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Have representatives at other ALA wide meetings like GIS and LEG and Leg. Assembly to promote state and local government information.

Update projects listed on the wiki page
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Total Respondents: 48  

Identify opportunities and support some of the legislative work being done by state library associations

Connect with the e-gov subcommittee of LEG for webinar possibilities

More virtual meetings during the year focused on specific issues like managing born digital materials/produce more webinars focused on state
and local issues

Create a list of listservs related to state/local documents on the wiki

Create a listserv for state and local documents discussion

Identify organizations, inside or outside of ALA, who would be good partners

Identify who might have interests in state and local government information besides government documents librarians.

Hold a Summer Institute for State and Local Gov Info (something along the lines of the Winter Institute for Statistical Literacy for Librarians but
for state and local gov info collection development, public service, etc.)

Sharing best practices through webinars – similar to Accidental Government Librarian series only specific to state and local

Find ways to encourage those who teach gov docs courses at LIS programs to include more on state and local

Identify webinar topics through needs assessment

Conduct a periodic survey of state documents programs throughout the country (what they are doing and problems they are having) and
publish the results.
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